Aftermarket Motor Vehicle Assurance Agreement Details - Customer Copy
Please insert this copy inside the Customers Aftermarket Motor Vehicle Assurance Program folder

Agreement Contract No: 109045
Precision Automotive Technology ABN 59 163 233 207 ("P.A.T") 5 Edmund Street Newstead QLD 4006. Ph
1300 081 690 warranty@precisionautotech.com.au
P.A.T gives this warranty for the products identified. The benefits to the customer under this warranty are in addition to other rights and
remedies that the customer may have under a law in relation to the goods or services to which the warranty relates.
Our goods come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. You are entitled to a replacement or refund for
a major failure and compensation for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage. You are also entitled to have the goods repaired or
replaced if the goods fail to be of acceptable quality and the failure does not amount to a major failure.
Warranted Products, Warranty Periods & Claim Limits
Subject to the terms and conditions outlined in this warranty booklet, the following products are eligible for the stated Warranty Period and
Claim Limit.
Product

Warranty Period

Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating

- 20 years for new vehicles and vehicles sold
as demonstrator vehicles
- 20 years for new vehicles and vehicles sold
as demonstrator vehicles
- 10 years for used vehicles
- 20 years for new vehicles and vehicles sold
as demonstrator vehicles
- 10 years for used vehicles
- 20 years for new vehicles and vehicles sold
as demonstrator vehicles
- 10 years for used vehicles
- 20 years for new and used vehicles
10 years for vehicles up to 10 years old
10 years for vehicles up to 10 years old

Perfexion Fabric and Carpet
Treatment
Perfexion Vinyl Treatment

Perfexion Leather Treatment

Claim Limit (aggregated over the Warranty
Period)
Unlimited
Unlimited

Unlimited

Unlimited

Perfexion Ceramic Window Film
Unlimited
Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Standard
$5000 aggregate total
Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Medium
$5000 aggregate total
Duty
Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty10 years for vehicles up to 10 years old, or 5 $5000 aggregate total
years for vehicles up to 5 years old if driven on
a beach - refer to terms and conditions.

Claim Procedure
To make a claim for damage that this warranty may respond to, you can either: 1. Call P.A.T on 1300 081 690. 2. Visit
www.precisionautotech.com.au and lodge your claim online. 3. Email warranty@precisionautotech.com.auincluding details of the claim. Or
4, visit the dealership that you purchased the products from for assistance.
Provided that this warranty remains valid as at the date of making the claim, you may be required to:
1. Present your vehicle at a designated site for inspection, and, if the claim is accepted, repair. 2. Provide photos of the damage together with
an estimate(s) for repairing the damage. Or, 3 make your vehicle available for a mobile assessment and/or repair at an agreed time and
location.

Conditions for all Claims
The following apply to any claim made under this warranty;
1. The warranty only applies to a damaged area where the damage has been reported to P.A.T during the applicable warranty period and
within 30 days of the damage occurring. Any claim for damage that is more than 30 days old will be refused. Any claim made to P.A.T outside
the warranty period will be refused. 2. The warranty is limited to the applicable Claim Limit insofar as the aggregate value of all claims cannot

exceed the Claim Limit. If the aggregate value of all claims exceeds the Claim Limit, P.A.T will not be obliged to provide any
repair, re-treatment, replacement or other services or products, or make any payment, the value of which (in aggregate) would exceed the
Claim Limit. 3. To satisfy its obligations to provide any repair, re-treatment, replacement or other services or products under the warranty, P.A.T
may, in its discretion, elect to pay to you an amount equal to the value of such services or products but capped at the Claim Limit. 4. Any claim
for damage that is repaired, re-treated, replaced or otherwise remedied or rectified without authorisation first being obtained from P.A.T will not
be covered by, and is excluded from, the warranty. 5. The warranty is not transferable and will expire upon sale or transfer of ownership of the
vehicle to which the products are applied. 6. Any claim for loss of time, inconvenience or loss of use of the vehicle or incidental or
consequential damages whatsoever will not be covered by, and is excluded from, the warranty. 7. Failure to comply with the terms and
conditions outlined in this booklet will result in the warranty being void to the extent that the failure (directly or indirectly) causes the damage the
subject of the claim. 8. The vehicle must be regularly cleaned with the Perfexion car shampoo (or a pH neutral car shampoo). Approved car
shampoo and car care products can be purchased from the selling dealer.

Definitions
"P.A.T Trained Applicators" means those applicators trained in the application of P.A.T car care products as listed on the P.A.T website at
www.precisionautotech.com.au;

Care and Maintenance Advice - for full details refer to the Care and
Maintenance Schedule
EXTERIOR CONTAMINATION - Remove any contaminants immediately from the paint work with a soft microfibre cloth, the Perfexion
car shampoo and warm water.
Wash your vehicle regularly with the Perfexion car shampoo.
Dry the vehicle using a quality chamois ensuring you remove all water droplets and marks.
If a contaminant does not completely come off after washing the vehicle, use the Perfexion Spot Cleaner with a soft microfibre cloth. Apply
a small amount to the cloth and rub the affected area in a circular motion. If necessary reapply.
To remove any further contaminants, residue or fine surface marks, use the Perfexion Fine Line Scratch Remover. Apply a small amount to the
microfibre cloth and gently rub the affected area in a circular motion. If necessary, repeat until the mark is gone.
INTERIOR CONTAMINATION - Remove any contaminants immediately from the interior surfaces using a soft microfibre cloth and
warm water.
If the contaminant does not come off completely, use the Perfexion Spot Cleaner. Apply a small amount to a damp microfibre cloth, blot the
cloth over the affected area and repeat with pressure until the contaminant is gone. Repeat with a damp cloth to remove any final Spot Cleaner
residue.
You may void your warranty or incur a cleaning charge if no attempt is made to clean the surface, the vehicle is not regularly cleaned, or the
full Care and Maintenance Schedule is not followed.

Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating - New Car

Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating - New Car
Warranty Conditions
P.A.T warrants that should Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating fail to satisfactorily protect the vehicle's paintwork from permanent oxidation,
fading, discolouration, loss of gloss, water spotting caused by acid rain, insect etching, tar and road grime damage, natural environmental
fallout, clear coat separation caused by bat droppings, bird droppings or tree sap, then P.A.T will at its discretion repair and re-treat the
damaged area, provided that you comply with these Warranty Conditions during the Warranty Period:
1. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to apply Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating to the vehicle.
2. The vehicle must be washed once a month with Perfexion Shampoo (or other pH neutral car shampoo). Approved car shampoo and car care
products can be purchased from the selling dealer.
3. The application of any polishing or waxing product to the paint work will void this warranty.
4. You must remove within 24 hours from the paint any bird droppings, tree sap or bat droppings by using a clean cloth and following the care
and maintenance schedule.
5. If any area treated with Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating is replaced or repaired (excluding under this warranty) then the replaced or repaired
area must have Perfexion Ceramic Paint Coating reapplied within 30 days of the repair to ensure that the warranty is maintained. The cost for
this re-application shall be borne by the owner of the vehicle or their insurer.
6. This warranty does not cover damage arising from collision, stone chips, surface rust, chemical fallout, chemical spillage, scratching,
sunscreen, abrasions, paint imperfections (eg paint flaking, peeling or foreign matter deposits), acts of vandalism, acid, ammonia, hail,
industrial fallout, mineral deposits, hard water, artificial tanning products, oil, grease, baby formula, permanent markers, abrasive or
corrosive products, improper treatment of the surface, or events which result in damage to the treated surface arising from negligence or
abnormal treatment.
7. This warranty does not cover scratches, micro-scratches, swirl marks, damage to the foot pedals, external trims, plastic trims, steering
wheel, gear knobs, hand brakes, aftermarket accessories or OEM material failure (eg delamination, decomposition, stretching or deformation.)

Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment - New Car

Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment - New Car
Warranty Conditions
P.A.T warrants that should the Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment fail to satisfactorily protect any treated fabric surface against permanent
damage caused by oil based food stains, drinks, milk stains, pet stains, perspiration stains, odours, make-up stains or general and dirt stains,
then P.A.T will at its discretion repair and retreat the damage area, provided that the following conditions are met during the Warranty Period:
1. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to apply Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment to the vehicle.
2. Only fabric areas treated with Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment will be covered by this warranty.
3. If any treated fabric area is replaced or repaired (excluding under this warranty), the area must have Perfexion Fabric & Carpet Treatment
reapplied within 30 days of the repair to ensure that this warranty is maintained. The cost for this re-application shall by borne by the owner of
the vehicle or their insurer.
4. This warranty does not cover damage arising from the piercing of the fabric, collision, act(s) of vandalism, paint spillage, bleach, dye, tears,
sunscreen, artificial tanning products, oils, grease, baby formula, burns (including but not limited to cigarette burns), acid, ammonia, abrasive or
corrosive products, permanent ink markers, negligence, abnormal or improper treatment of the fabric. Nor does it cover the removal of soils
from treated surfaces.
5. This warranty does not cover damage to the foot pedals, external trims, plastic trims, steering wheels, gear knobs, hand brakes, aftermarket
accessories, or OEM material failure (eg delamination, decomposition, stretching or deformation.)
6. Perfexion Fabric & Carpet treatment may offer some protection, and improve attempts to remove sunscreen marks. However, damage
caused by sunscreen is not covered under this warranty.

Perfexion Vinyl Treatment - New Car

Perfexion Vinyl Treatment - New Car
Warranty Conditions
P.A.T warrants that should Perfexion Vinyl Treatment fail to satisfactorily protect any treated vinyl surface against permanent splitting, fading,
cracking, perspiration stains, make-up stains, food & drink stains, pet stains and odours then P.A.T will at its discretion repair and re-treat the
damaged area, provided that the following Warranty Conditions are met during the Warranty Period.
1, Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to apply Perfexion Vinyl Treatment to the vehicle.
2. Only areas treated with Perfexion Vinyl Treatment will be covered by this warranty.
3. If any treated area is replaced or repaired (excluding under this Warranty, in which case the relevant area will be re-treated as part of the
Warranty claim) the area must have Perfexion Vinyl Treatment reapplied within 30 days of the repair or replacement to ensure that this
warranty is maintained. The cost for this re-application shall by borne by you or your insurer.
4. This warranty does not cover damage arising from the piercing of the vinyl, collision, act(s) of vandalism, paints spillage,
bleach, dye, sunscreen, burns including but not limited to cigarette burns, acid, artificial tanning products, oil, grease, baby formula, ammonia,
abrasive or corrosive products, permanent ink markers, negligence, abnormal or improper treatment of the surface.
5. This warranty does not cover damage to the foot pedals, external trims, plastic trims, steering wheels, gear knobs, hand brakes, aftermarket
accessories, or OEM failure (eg delamination, decomposition, stretching or deformation).
6. Perfexion Vinyl Treatment may offer some protection, and improve attempts to remove sunscreen marks. However, damage caused by
sunscreen is not covered under this warranty.

Perfexion Leather Treatment - New Car

Perfexion Leather Treatment - New Car
Warranty Conditions
P.A.T warrants that should the Perfexion Leather Treatment fail to satisfactorily protect any treated leather surface against permanent fading,
splitting, cracking, food & drink stains, perspiration stains, dye transfer Stains, make-up stains, ink markers, pet stains and odours then P.A.T
will at its discretion repair and re-treat the damaged area, provided that you comply with these Warranty Conditions during the Warranty Period:
1. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to apply Perfexion Leather Treatment to the vehicle.
2. Only areas treated with Perfexion Leather Treatment will be covered by this warranty.
3. If any treated area is replaced or repaired (excluding under this warranty) the area must have Perfexion Leather Treatment reapplied within
30 days of the repair or replacement to ensure that this warranty is maintained. The cost for this re-application shall be borne by the vehicles
owner or their insurer.
4. This warranty does not cover damage arising from the piercing of the leather, collision, act(s) of vandalism, paint spillage, bleach, dye,
sunscreen, burns (including but not limited to cigarette burns), acid, ammonia, artificial tanning products, oil, grease, baby formula, ammonia,
abrasive or corrosive products, permanent ink markers, negligence, abnormal or improper use of the surface.
5. This warranty does not cover damage to the foot pedals, external trims, plastic trims, steering wheels, gear knobs, aftermarket accessories
or OEM material failure (eg delamination, decomposition, stretching or deformation.)
6. Perfexion Leather treatment may offer some protection, and improve attempts to remove sunscreen marks. However, damage caused by
sunscreen is not covered under this warranty.

Perfexion Ceramic Window Film - New Car

Perfexion Ceramic Window Film - New Car
Warranty Conditions
P.A.T warrants that should the Perfexion Ceramic Window Film applied peel, crack, bubble, suffer from adhesive failure, fade, or change
colour, then P.A.T will at its discretion repair and/or re-treat the affected area, provided that the following Warranty Conditions are met during
the Warranty Period.
1. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to apply Perfexion Ceramic Window film to the vehicle.
2. Only mild soapy water, a microfibre cloth or synthetic sponge can be used to clean the window film.
3. Use of any cleaning product not outlined above, including but not limited to abrasive cleaners, coarse cloths or any abrasive material
will render this Warranty void to the extent that any damage or imperfection is caused by the use of such product.
4. The treated windows must not be rolled down for a period of three days after application to allow the film to adhere properly to the glass.
5. This warranty does not cover damage arising from collision, act(s) of vandalism, paint spillage, bleach, dye, scratches, burns (including but
not limited to cigarette burns), acid, ammonia, abrasive or corrosive products, negligence, abnormal or improper treatment.
6. Curing of the film can take up to 28 days from application. Some minor bubbling is common whilst the film cures. No claims will be accepted
during that period.

Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Standard
Perfexion Electronic Rust Warranty Conditions:
P.A.T. warrants that should the Electronic Rust Module fail to satisfactorily protect against corrosion perforation (hole), of the vehicles grounded
body panels consisting of bonnet, boot lid, wheel wells, door panels, front and rear panels, sills, roof and floor boards and vehicle frame, then
P.A.T. will at its discretion repair, re-treat or replace the damaged areas provided that you comply with these Warranty Conditions during the
Warranty Period. Surface rust caused by stone chips in the paintwork is covered and will be repaired under this warranty, however, the stone
chip is not covered and will not be repaired. The Owner must ensure that the activation light is constantly activated. Units should be checked
once every two months. If the red light is activated, or the red and green lights are activated together, then the vehicle is not protected and the
customer should contact the dealership immediately. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to install, repair or replace the Electronic
Rust Module in the vehicle. This warranty does not cover:
7. Any damage that is covered under the vehicle manufacturer’s new vehicle warranty.
8. Any damage that is covered under your home or automotive insurance policy.
9. Any damage caused by acid, caustic or corrosive material spilled onto any surface of the vehicle.
10.

Any paint bubbling that has not perforated (hole).

11.

Any damage existing at the time this warranty commenced.

12.
Any damage resulting from interference with the Electronic Rust Module which includes disconnection of the power supply. The
Owner must ensure that the that activation light on the Electronic Rust Module is constantly illuminated.
13.
Any damage to exhaust systems, drive train, brake calipers, chrome plated trim, bumpers, battery acid related corrosion, fitted
aftermarket accessories, luggage racks, tow bars, vehicle load areas (ute), damage due to defective workmanship or materials in the
manufacture of the vehicle, damage due to collision, fire, surface rust or rust occurring in non-grounded surfaces, repaired or replaced
components which are not Original Equipment Manufacturer parts.
14.

Standard single pad unit does not provide coverage for beach use, salt water immersion or use on any mine site.

The Electronic Rust Module is designed to slow the process of corrosion under normal conditions. Only vehicles fitted with
Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty can be driven through salt water and on the beach, given they comply with the
Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty terms and conditions. Customers are required to report damage within 30 days of the
damage occurring.
I have read and understand what is and is not covered by the Electronic Rush Module fitted to my vehicle.
Name __________________________ Signed _________________________

Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Medium Duty
Perfexion Electronic Rust Warranty Conditions:
P.A.T warrants that should the Electronic Rust Module fail to satisfactorily protect against corrosion perforation (hole), of the vehicles grounded
body panels consisting of bonnet, boot lid, wheel wells, door panels, front and rear panels, sills, roof and floor boards and vehicle frame, then
P.A.T. will at its discretion repair, re-treat or replace the damaged area provided that you comply with these Warranty Conditions during the
warranty period. Surface rust caused by stone chips in the paintwork is covered and will be repaired under this warranty, however, the stone
chip is not covered by this warranty and will not be repaired. The Owner must ensure that the activation light is constantly activated. Units
should be checked once every two months. If the red light is activated, or the red and green lights are activated together, then the vehicle is not
protected and the customer should contact the dealership immediately. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to install, repair or replace
the Electronic Rust Module in the vehicle. This warranty does not cover:
7. Any damage that is covered under the vehicle manufacturer’s new vehicle warranty.
8. Any damage that is covered under your home or automotive insurance policy.
9. Any damage caused by acid, caustic or corrosive material spilled onto any surface of the vehicle.
10.

Any paint bubbling that has not perforated (hole).

11.

Any damage existing at the time this warranty commenced.

12.
Any damage resulting from interference with the Electronic Rust Module which includes disconnection of the power supply. The
Owner must ensure that the that activation light on the Electronic Rust Module is constantly illuminated.
13.
Any damage to exhaust systems, drive train, brake calipers, chrome plated trim, bumpers, battery acid related corrosion, fitted
aftermarket accessories, luggage racks, tow bars, vehicle load areas (ute), damage due to defective workmanship or materials in the
manufacture of the vehicle, damage due to collision, fire, surface rust or rust occurring in non-grounded surfaces, repaired or replaced
components which are not Original Equipment Manufacturer parts.

8. Medium unit does not provide coverage for beach use, salt water immersion, or use on any mine site.
The Electronic Rust Module is designed to slow the process of corrosion under normal conditions. Only vehicles
fitted with Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty can be driven through salt water and on the beach, given
they comply with the above terms and conditions. Customers are required to report damage within 30 days of the
damage occurring.
I have read and understand what is and is not covered by the Electronic Rust Module fitted to my vehicle.
Name___________________________ Signed ________________________

Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty
Perfexion Electronic Rust Warranty Conditions:
P.A.T warrants that should the Electronic Rust Module fail to satisfactorily protect against corrosion perforation (hole), of the
vehicles grounded body panels consisting of bonnet, boot lid, wheel wells, door panels, front and rear panels, sills, roof and
floor boards and vehicle frame, then P.A.T. will at its discretion repair, re-treat or replace the damaged area provided that you
comply with these Warranty Conditions during the warranty period. Surface rust caused by stone chips in the paintwork is
covered and will be repaired under this warranty, however, the stone chip is not covered by this warranty and will not be
repaired. The Owner must ensure that the activation light is constantly activated. Units should be checked once every two
months. If the red light is activated, or the red and green lights are activated together, then the vehicle is not protected and the
customer should contact the dealership immediately. Only P.A.T Trained Applicators are permitted to install, repair or replace
the Electronic Rust Module in the vehicle. This warranty does not cover:
1. Any damage that is covered under the vehicle manufacturer’s new vehicle warranty.
2. Any damage that is covered under your home or automotive insurance policy.
3. Any damage caused by acid, caustic or corrosive material spilled onto any surface of the vehicle.
4. Any paint bubbling that has not perforated (hole).
5. Any damage existing at the time this warranty commenced.
6. Any damage resulting from interference with the Electronic Rust Module which includes disconnection of the power supply.
The Owner must ensure that the that activation light on the Electronic Rust Module is constantly illuminated.
7. Any damage to exhaust systems, drive train, brake calipers, chrome plated trim, bumpers, battery acid related corrosion,
fitted aftermarket accessories, luggage racks, tow bars, vehicle load areas (ute), damage due to defective workmanship or
materials in the manufacture of the vehicle, damage due to collision, fire, surface rust or rust occurring in non-grounded
surfaces, repaired or replaced components which are not Original Equipment Manufacturer parts.
8. The Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty (Beach Use) unit provides coverage for infrequent beach use for a
period of five (5)
years from installation. (Infrequent beach use is classed as less than twelve (12) times per year with good washing of entire
vehicle including underbody after each use). Any damage caused from failure to wash after each beach use will void this
warranty.
9. Vehicles which are more than five (5) years from build date at time of install are not covered for any type of beach use.
10. Vehicles which are used more than twelve (12) times per year on a beach or on any mine site are not covered.
The Electronic Rust Module is designed to slow the process of corrosion under normal conditions. Only vehicles
fitted with Perfexion Electronic Rust Module - Heavy Duty (Beach Use) can be driven through salt water and on the
beach, given they comply with the above terms and conditions. Customers are required to report damage within 30
days of the damage occurring.
I have read and understand what is and is not covered by the Electronic Rust Module fitted to my vehicle.
Name___________________________ Signed ________________________

